Down:
1. slow-drying paint
3. non-representational
4. color
6. image in tiles
8. cheap art
10. aged bronze
12. place to create
16. artistic theme of mortality
18. 18th-c decorative art style
19. mural
20. inanimate subject
22. scene of everyday life
27. community of like artists
28. cloth support for painting
31. mixing surface
32. drawing medium
35. to incise by acid
36. small portrait
37. primary color
41. black drawing/writing medium
42. venue for artistic types

Across:
2. deliberate deception
5. light-sensitive emulsion
7. impressed trademark
9. conveyance for paint
10. art of modern culture
11. material used in art
13. thick application of paint
14. light and dark of something
15. water-based paint
17. protective surface finish
19. shape of something
21. loose brushwork
23. raised surface
24. a judge of merit
25. extreme reality in art
26. stamped relief
29. significant event in art type
30. image of the out-of-doors
33. white solid used as pigment
34. opaque watercolor
36. suspended sculpture
38. or poster paint
39. collapsible paint container
40. medium or thinner
43. duplicate
44. method of relief painting
45. cellulose
46. art institution